
News Coverage of  the 
Pioneer Hotel Fire 

By: Justin Sayers 



!  Opened in 1929 

!  Catered to the World’s elite 

!  Housed the largest ballroom in 
the country when it opened 



!  28 people killed (deadliest fire in 
Arizona history) 

!  16-year-old Louis Taylor 
arrested and charged with arson 

!  https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=UKecVbSwKKw 
(1:10-4:40) 



!  Associated Press Story 

!  No mentions of  Louis C. Taylor 

!  No mention of  inadequate fire 
safety systems 



!  Reported One Man Was Being 
Held 

!  “It is my opinion that if  there 
had been adequate sprinkler 
systems and an alarm system, no 
one would have lost his life.” 



!  “Youth” 

!  “Unusual Request” 

!  “Boy” 



!  Only mention of  fire was an 
obituary for a Washington D.C.-
based lawyer 

!  Two mentions of  Tucson are in 
the first two paragraphs 



!  News analysis about the 
inadequacies of  the hotel’s fire 
sprinkler system 



!  Forced to stand trial as an adult because of  
“sociopathic tendencies” 

!  Convicted by an all-white jury 

!  Incriminated because he was at the scene of  the 
crime and had matches in his coat pocket 

!  Actual trial lasted less than two months 

!  Found guilty and sentenced six days later 



Tucson Daily Citizen 
(1/28/71) 

Arizona Republic 
(2/29/72) 



!  “Conceded” 

!  Language starts suggesting that 
there is no evidence 

!  Another story provides 
testimony that contradicts prior 
information 



!  Story mentions three reasons 
why state believes Taylor is 
guilty, but doesn’t mention that 
one of  three was proven false 

!  Note: The other two were 
proven false later 



!  Judge: “The evidence supports a 
conviction, but I would not have 
convicted him myself.” 

!  Prosecutor: The verdict “restores 
my faith in the jury system. I 
think the case was fairly 
tried.” (Note: He was kicked off  
a different case for berating a 
suspect less than a month later.) 



!  Part of  “The Nation” section, 
which included briefs from news 
around the country 

!  Only mention in “Big 5” 
newspapers 



Kingston (Jamaica) 
Gleaner (3/29/72) 

Pacific Stars and Stripes 
(Japan) (3/31/72) 



!  Originally his convictions were overturned, but it 
went all the way to the Supreme Court and was 
overturned again 

!  60 Minutes reopened an investigation into Taylor’s 
conviction in 2003 and cast serious doubts about 
Taylor’s guilt 

!  Taylor was allowed to plead no contest to the 
contested charges and be released from prison 

!  Was released from jail in 2013 and has maintained 
his innocence 



!  Deposition of  Fire Investigator Cy 
Holmes in 2013 (Previous video; 
(7:14-9:40) 



!  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ehqLB20vcGk  



!  From what you’ve seen, how do you feel about the 
reporting of  the Pioneer Hotel fire and the trial of  
Louis C. Taylor? 


